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Abstract 

The current work deals with an advanced framework for history matching of underground carbon dioxide (CO2) 
storage based on the arbitrary polynomial chaos expansion (aPC). We will combine the aPC with Bootstrap filtering 
in order to match the model to past observations. This combination is both accurate, efficient, and allows a rigorous 
quantification of calibrated model uncertainty. We set up a DuMuX-based model for a realistic storage site. We 
parameterized geological uncertainty through permeability multipliers, and capture the dependence of the model on 
these multipliers and perform history matching to pressure data monitored during an injection period. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Modeling carbon dioxide storage 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) storage in geological formations is currently being discussed intensively as an 
interim technology with a high potential for mitigating CO2 emissions (e.g. [1]). In recent years, great 
research efforts have been directed towards understanding the processes in CO2 storage. The multiphase 
flow and transport processes involved are strongly non-linear and involves many conceptual and 
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quantitative uncertainties [2], [3]. However, the lack of information on subsurface properties (porosity, 
permeability, etc.) may lead to parameter uncertainties up to a level where parameter uncertainties 
dominate or even override the influence of secondary physical processes [4], [5].  

In the development of CO2 injection as a large-scale interim solution, our ability to quantify its 
uncertainties and risks will play a key role. A key hindrance to quantitative risk assessment is that current 
numerical simulation models are often inadequate for stochastic simulation techniques based on brute-
force Monte Carlo simulation and related approaches, because even single deterministic simulations may 
require parallel high-performance computing. This triggered an urgent need to develop reasonably fast 
stochastic approaches for probabilistic risk assessment of CO2 sequestration. In [6], we have pioneered 
the application of massive stochastic model reductions based on the polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) to 
CO2 storage and developed a novel approach to join robust design ideas with the PCE technique. In [7], 
we proposed a history matching framework based on Bayesian updating, which is both accurate and 
sufficiently fast. Putting history matching into the Bayesian context for large-scale problem allows to 
combine available data with prior expert judgment and to quantify parametric uncertainty after 
calibration.In the current paper we apply this approach to a large-scale problem of CO2 injection into deep 
a geological formation at a real pilot storage site in Europe (see Section 3.1).  

1.2. Inverse modeling and history matching 

Inverse modelling and history matching to past production data is an extremely important issue in 
order to improve the quality of prediction. The accuracy of inversion or history matching depends on the 
quality of the established physical model (including, e.g. seismic, geological and hydrodynamic 
characteristics, fluid properties etc.), and on the accuracy of the involved parameter calibration, stochastic 
inversion or data assimilation techniques. The quality will also depend on the computational efficiency of 
all involved methods [8], because too large computational time would have to be mitigated by 
compromises in numerical or inversion accuracy. 

Traditionally, an iterative manual process of trial and error (see e.g. [9]) is applied to adjust the 
reservoir geological model in order to reproduce past observations. However, the non-trivial and non-linear 
interaction of the matched parameters can complicate the history matching procedure a lot [10]. Instead of 
the manual technique, formal optimization methods such as gradient search or the adjoint method (see e.g. 
[11]) are being applied. Unfortunately, the mentioned optimization approaches often lead to high 
computational costs and cannot be applied easily for complex real-world tasks. The state-of-the-art and its 
recent progress for history matching is presented in detail in the review paper [8]. 

Another important point about history matching techniques is that they can produce non-unique 
solutions, which means that several virtual models and parameter sets can match the observation data 
equally well [12]. Stochastic approaches can handle such type of uncertainty occurring during the 
matching procedure without the need to introduce regularization or to artificially restrict the parameter space. 
Their result is a probability distribution of possible parameters sets instead of a single best estimation.  
However, stochastic approaches are more expensive than classical optimization-based (deterministic) 
calibration techniques, because they need to explore the full range of possible model outcomes with many 
model runs. In particular, this requires to draw samples from the conditional distribution of the 
parameters. This can be done, e.g., via Markov chain Monte Carlo [13], Bootstrap filtering [14], or rejection 
sampling [14].  

The Ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) [15] method is one of the simplest yet most successful ways to  
transfer Bayesian theory to practice for model updating and forecasting [16] and is recently receiving a lot of 
attention. The Special Issue in Computational Geosciences [17] was fully devoted to (Ensemble) Kalman 
filtering. It is a comparatively cheap method that can generate reasonable history-matched models for real 
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fields. Due to its approximation of Bayesian updating based on first-order second-moment analysis, the 
EnKF has a theoretical limitation which does not allow it to deal with strongly non-linear problems.  We 
believe that further advancements can be achieved by using more accurate non-linear approaches to 
Bayesian updating, when combined with sufficiently accurate model reduction techniques. However, 
more accurate Bayesian updating approaches incorporate higher order stochastic information on the input 
parameters (e.g., in form of high-order statistical moments). Moreover, using a more accurate and non-
linear updating rule would be inadequate without model reduction techniques that also retain the non-
linearity of models. In the current paper we will follow a very recent line of development [7] where fully 
accurate Bayesian updating mechanism is combined with adequate and non-linear stochastic model 
reduction based on the arbitrary polynomial chaos expansion (aPC) technique [4], [5]. This is similar to 
[18] and [19], who combined PCE-based methods with Markov chain Monte Carlo methods 

2. Bootstrap filtering on the arbitrary polynomial chaos expansion 

The goal of this work is to further advance statistical (Bayesian) model calibration. Our framework 
consists of two main steps [7]: a massive but high-order accurate stochastic model reduction via the arbitrary 
polynomial chaos expansion (Section 2.1) and accurate numerical Bayesian updating of the reduced model 
via Bootstrap filtering (Section 2.2). 

2.1. Response surface based on the arbitrary polynomial chaos expansion 

The PCE, introduced by Wiener [20] can be viewed as an efficient approximation to full-blown 
stochastic modeling (e.g., exhaustive MC). The basic idea is to approximate the response surface of a 
model with the help of an orthonormal polynomial basis in the parameter space. In simple words, the 
dependence of model output on all relevant input parameters is approximated by projection onto a high-
dimensional polynomial. The key attractive features of all PCE techniques are the high-order 
approximation of the model combined with its computational speed when compared to alternatives such as 
Monte-Carlo methods. 

Formally, let },...,{ 1 Nωωω = represent the vector of N input parameters for some 
model )(ωf=Ω . We wish to investigate the influence of all parameters ω  on the model output Ω . In our 
study, the model output would be time and space dependent );,,,( ωtzyxf=Ω . According to PCE 
theory, the model output Ω  can be approximated by polynomials )(ωjΨ :  

 

(1) 

 
The number M  of polynomials )(ωjΨ  and corresponding coefficients jc  depends on the total number 
of analyzed input parameters N  and on the order d  of the polynomial representation: 

1)!!/()!( −+= dNdnM .  The coefficients ),,,( tzyxc j  quantify the dependence of the model 
output Ω on the input parameters ω  for each desired point in space and time, resulting in a surrogate 
model Ω

~
.  

In the current paper, we will apply a most recent generalization of the PCE technique known as the 
arbitrary polynomial chaos (aPC) (see [4], [5]). In aPC, the multi-dimensional orthonormal polynomial basis 

)(ωjΨ can be constructed for arbitrary probability distribution shapes of input parameters using only a 
finite number of statistical moments up to order d2  (see [5] for details). The aPC approach provides 
improved convergence of the surrogate to the original model with respect to increasing order of expansion [5] 
in comparison to more classical PCE techniques, when applied to input distributions that fall outside the 
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range of classical PCE. Additionally, a future incentive to work with the aPC is that, during sequential 
Bayesian updating for non-linear problems, parameter distributions generally change their shapes from 
updating step to updating step.  

To determine the unknown coefficients ),,,( tzyxc j  of the expansion in equation (1) we choose 
the probabilistic collocation method (PCM for short, see e.g. [21], [6]). The PCM is based on a minimal and 
suitably chosen set of model evaluations, each with a defined set of model parameters (called collocation 
points). From the practical point of view, the computational costs of our framework are dominated by the 
model calls required in construction of the surrogate model, i.e., by aPC combined with PCM. In the 
PCM technique, the number M of model evaluations is equal to the number M of coefficients, 
mentioned above.  

2.2. Chaos expansion based Bootstrap filter  

Bootstrap filtering (BF) is the most direct yet simple numerical implementation of Bayes theorem, based 
on brute-force Monte-Carlo. It approximates the conditional probability density function (PDF) by a 
sufficiently large ensemble of realizations, and it is exact at the limit of infinite ensemble size. Because the 
reduced model Ω

~
 obtained from the aPC is merely a polynomial, it is vastly faster than the original one 

and offers a large playground for stochastic analysis [4], risk assessment [6], [22] and global sensitivity 
analysis [23], [24]. Thus, we will apply Bayesian updating with the BF (see e.g. [14]) to match the surrogate 
model Ω

~
 to available observations of state variables or to other past observations of system behavior. All 

available data are written as a data vector D . In this context, Bayes’ theorem is: 

(2) 

where )(ωf  is the joint prior PDF for the vector of model parameters ω , )(Df  is the prior probability 
of D  used as normalization constant, )( ωDf  is the conditional PDF of D for given ω , i.e. the 
likelihood of the parameters, and )( Df ω is the conditional PDF of ω  for given D , which we seek to 
approximate swiftly and accurately.  

For the BF, we draw a sufficiently large number of parameter vectors iω  from the prior PDF )(ωf . 
The correction from )(ωf  to )( Df ω  in equation (2) is achieved by assigning importance weights iw  to 
each realization iω : )( ii Dfw ω= . Technically, the conditional ensemble is obtained by simple 
rejection sampling to represent that weighting [14]. However, an accurate representation of conditional 
statistics for model parameters and responses demands a sufficiently large size of the retained conditional 
sample. This can be a problem if the used data set is large and accurate, because then the acceptance 
probability in the rejection sampling approaches to zero. For that reason, BFs can be feasible for very 
complex models, only when extremely fast evaluation techniques for the response surface are available.  

 

2.3. Iterative Chaos expansion based Bootstrap filter  

The response surface (surrogate model) constructed in Section 2.1 may be very inaccurate and lead to 
wrong results, when the prior information is strongly offset against reality (see also Section 3). This is 
caused by the fundamental property of all PCE techniques that the error of approximation is lowest 
where the (prior) probability density is high, i.e., large errors may occur in low-probability regions. For 
that case, we will use an advanced iterative approach for the aPC-based BF [7]. It allows to perform 
Bayesian updating even in the case where the prior assumptions on model parameters are far from reality, 
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such that the response surface has to be re-iterated in order to be accurate in the relevant regions of high 
posterior probability. Namely, we will iterate to improve the response surface in the parameter domain 
where the respective previous step indicated a high posterior probability density, because this is the 
alleged (best current guess for the) parameter region of interest. In the current paper, in each iteration step, 
we will include just one new collocation point for the projection onto the orthonormal basis. The new 
point corresponds to the maximum of the current posterior probability density function. Given the new 
collocation point, we perform a new projection of the model onto the orthonormal basis (see Section 2.1) 
using all cumulatively available collocation points within the least-squares collocation method (e.g. [25], 
[7]). The updated response surface contains more accurate information about the system behavior in all 
alleged regions of interest, i.e., at all alleged posterior distributions peaks obtained during the iteration.   

 

 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Region “sand”; (b) Region “flood”; (c) Region “rest” 

3. History matching of pressure in CO2 storage 

3.1. Injection storage site 

For demonstrating our methods we use realistic measurement data of pressure from  injection of CO2 
into a  pilot site in Europe. The analyzed storage site consists of one injection well (blue dot in Figure 1a) 
and two monitoring wells drilled in the aquifer formation [26]. The saline aquifer of interest is located in 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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a depth of 534m to 630m. The aquifer is sealed by a highly impermeable caprock, which should prevent 
the upward migration of CO2 back to the surface. The structure of the aquifer was the basis for a 
geological model delivering different zones of the aquifer. In the current study, we divide the formation 
properties in our model into three parts. The part of the formation related to a fluvial origin with sandy 
facies [27] is referred to as the region “sand” (see Figure 1). This region is determined to have good 
reservoir qualities and should therefore be the target for injection. The next region is announced as a 
former muddy floodplain rock with a lesser reservoir quality. We refer to it as the region “flood” (see 
Figure 1). In general these are the main facies of the reservoir. For simplicity, the remaining part of the 
aquifer is summed up to one big region, which we named “rest”. Within the different zones, spatial 
permeability distributions obtained by geological inversion method indicate a heterogeneous character of 
the aquifer.  

3.2. Set-up for the history matching task 

In our study we will keep the spatial heterogeneity suggested by geophysical methods in the history 
matching. However, we will introduce permeability multipliers for each zone presented in Figure 1. That 
means that we rely on the spatial structure in the reservoir (which may be wrong in reality, but it serves 
the purpose here), but we consider uncertainty in the magnitude of the permeability. The prior 
assumptions on the distribution of the permeability multipliers are presented by probability density 
functions (PDF) in Figure 2. We define the PDF of the permeability multipliers for each region as 
permeability PDF of the region normalized by its mean value.  In order to construct the shapes of 
permeability PDFs, we apply the method of moment matching to a log-normal distribution using the 
available geological data, but with an augmented standard deviation to be conservative. To simulate 
compressible two-phase flow (CO2/brine) and transport processes in the discussed site, we use the 
DuMuX toolbox [28].  The considered modeling area of our interest is 5 km by 5 km large and has 63.662 
nodes. One single run (i.e. one collocation point) of this model requires approximately 12 days of CPU 
time that has been parallelized using a computational cluster with 40 CPU. 

 

Fig. 2.  Prior distributions of permeability multipliers: (a) region “sand”; (b) region “flood”; (c) region “rest” 

3.3. aPC-based Bootstrap filtering  

We will now perform history matching to the observed pressure data during 1 year. Figure 3 illustrates 
the unmatched pressure histogram after 1 year of injection (Figure 3a) and the correspondence of 
predicted values (mean ± two standard deviations) to the observed values during 1 year (Figure 3b). First, 
we construct a surrogate model by projecting the original model (equation 1) onto a polynomial response 
surface via the aPC at 2nd order (see details in Section 2.1). To achieve this, we constructed 10 collocation 
points and we performed 10 corresponding runs of the original DuMuX model.  Then, we applied the 
Bootstrap filtering as described in Section 2.2. We draw a number Np = 1.000.000 of particles from the 

(a) (c) (b) 
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prior distributions. This number was assured to be sufficiently large to yield stable posterior statistics 
upon filtering. Next, the obtained surrogate model evaluated for each particle, and each particle 
reweighed according to its correspondence of simulated data (with the surrogate model) to observation 
values (see Section 2.2).   

 
Fig. 3. Prior pressure at injection well: (a) pressure histogram after 1 year and (b) correspondence to observation during 1 year  

Unfortunately, the available prior guessing dictated by available geological data lead to a strong 
underestimation of the pressure in the reservoir, see Figure 3 and also see the low 10 pressure responses 
in Figure 4.  Basically, the constructed model responses based on the chosen collocation points do not 
contain a lot of useful information because the true properties of the system are very far from the prior. 
This is a very challenging problem for updating, because the assumed prior distribution does not 
adequately cover the domain of interest. This means that the aPC-based response surface used in 
Bootstrap filtering is fitted to a distant and poorly chosen region within the parameter space, and hence 
cannot be expected to be accurate in the region of the parameter space that in most relevant in hindsight. 
The iterative strategy presented in Section 2.3 helps to overcome this problem of poor prior assumption. 
The pressure responses obtained during the iteration procedure are shown in Figure 4 and demonstrates 
convergence to the observation data. However, in the current paper we will not show the details of the 
intermediate steps of iterations and will only focus on the last step of the iterative procedure.   

 

Fig. 4. Pressure responses at the injection well during the iteration procedure  

(a) (b) 
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We are interested in the statistical distribution of the uncertain parameters and of the pressure at the 
injection well before and after history matching. The resulting posterior distributions of model parameters 
are presented by gray lines in Figure 2 against the prior. Figure 2 demonstrates the overestimation of 
permeability in the reservoir. The quality of matching the pressure data at the injection well is shown in 
Figure 5. The posterior pressure distribution at the injection well converges to the observation values, see 
Figure 5. According to our observations, the posterior shows no robust improvement in the beginning due 
to a very strong offset of the prior distribution. In the current paper we stopped iterations after the 5th step 
(see Figure 5), where posterior shows acceptable matching to observation values. Thus, we demonstrate 
how the iterative concept for aPC-based Bootstrap filtering can help to overcome the problem of the prior 
distribution offset with small costs.  Additionally, once the principal problem of working with a poor prior 
assumption is solved, the details of the posterior distribution could be improved further with help of a few 
additional iterations.  

 

Fig. 5. Posterior pressure at injection well: (a) pressure histogram after 1 year and (b) correspondence to observation during 1 year 

4. Conclusions 

The current work performs a history matching of realistic pressure data at a pilot storage site. We 
employed an advanced framework for history matching based on a surrogate model attained via the 
arbitrary polynomial chaos expansion (aPC) and strict Bayesian principles. We parameterized geological 
uncertainty through permeability multipliers, and used Bootstrap filtering in order to match the reduced 
model to past observations of the system behavior, such as pressure at the injection well. The combination 
of high-order expansion and Bootstrap filtering accounts for the non-linearity of both the forward model 
and the inversion. It takes into consideration higher-order statistical moments in comparison to 
(Ensemble) Kalman Filters. Moreover, the presented aPC-based framework does not have any restrictions 
on the shapes of distributions, and can therefore handle the statistical information appearing during the 
matching procedure without further modification. The usually high computational costs of accurate 
filtering become very feasible for our suggested method by combining it with a response surface 
framework. Thus, we obtain a method for history matching that is both accurate and efficient, and allows 
a rigorous quantification of calibrated model uncertainty.   

The efficiency and power of Bayesian updating strongly depends on the accuracy of prior information. 
In the current study, the prior assumption on data was dictated by the available geological data. Our 
research indicates that the available prior information on the modeling parameters was not satisfactory 
and leads to a strong underestimation of the pressure in the reservoir. That means that the assumed prior 
distribution does not adequately indicate the parameter ranges of interest and, hence, the response surface 
used in BF is fitted to a distant and poorly chosen region within the parameter space. Thanks to the 

(a) (b) 
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iterative procedure suggested in [7] we overcome this drawback with small computational costs. In each 
iteration step, we included new integration point that correspond to the maximum of each current 
posterior distribution, and thereby improve the accuracy of the expansion around the current iteration of 
the posterior distribution.  The final result is a history-matched, i.e. a calibrated model of the site that can 
be used for further studies. 
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